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CAROLE LOMBARD, BRIAN AHERNE AND ANNE SHIRLEY IN "VIGIL IN THE NIGHT" AT THE FULTON THEATRE SUN MON.-TUES.
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prayer service at 6 a na. when the
Tuesday evening. March 19, the runister will give • short Easter
Skeane v.111 be "The Man Against morning message, and a stx•cial pro.
the Sky," and the sponsors: R C. gram of Easter music will be carried
Pickering. chairman, Mrs. Laura .rut, an Easter morning breakfast
Pleowder. Mrs. Jake Iluddleston, at 7 in charge of Mrs. Don P. HawHiram Meek. Miss Elizabeth Witty, kins, will follow.
Mrs. J. W. Eakin, Mrs. G. K. UnderThere will be Bible school at 9:45
wood. Mrs. Lou Pickle, Mrs. Mary and a
special Easter morning
/114.p.a.l. Mrs Clyde Williams
preaching service at 10 50. when
the minister will speak on the
suffer from Colds?
theme: "The Real Joy of Easter."
There will be a special program of
Con quick relief
music.
Christian Endeavor will be held
feem told sympat 6 with an Easter program.
toms take 666.
At 7 o'clock the minister will
.4,41.11,1, IAiml.silo no VC MOZi DROPS
'ring the closing Easter message
..ing for his theme, "The Joy That
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
.Hf• Day Has Brought." This
will
Commerclai-Appeil
i• a brief talk and a canata or
Loaleellie Courier-Journal
.titer pageant will probably be
Illonisville Timm
.r.ven as part of this service.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
There will be a reception of
111LALouis Globe Democrat
Chicago Herald-Examiner
"embers service both morning and
Chicago American
vetting. A cordial invitation is exChicago Tribune
tended to one- and all to unite with
Just l'hone 753
the First Christian Church in this
r•ecial pre-Easter and Easter proJACK EDWARDS
gram.

ANNOUNCE NHS '
FOR EVER

WHY

To

Relieve COUGHS
FROM COLDS

Ai

IRST DOS
Mentho MuLtion start: raltel of that cough
from colds the first dose, m you, druggist rill
return yo. money. MenthoMulsion contains NINE
smentilacally compounded ingredtents to help bring
you last. soothing r,..Lef. Try it. See the d.derence.
Feel 4•1 pcnettemg. soothing vapors in the bronclual
passagma No narcotics or opi•tes. Childitm like it.
Thousanda are finding relief —with Meniho hita/sion.

DeMYER DRUG CO.
.•..
It4 139
SESSNOOtt
S111.1
/NE
1940
Of

Antique finish
so eitA„,0
$-9eir
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[Future of Kentucky Agriculture
Lies in Rebuilding Fertility

-I.—Dumper tobacco yield at Campbellsville Es.
perimental Field was result ue soil building
treatment. 2—W. R. Reynolds, County Agent
of Jackson
McKEE, Ky.—'Take this vine- County,who
yard. keep and dress It!"
prise he•
This was the biblical command conservaquoted by W. R. Reynolds. County tion.
Agent of Jackson County, in an ad•
dress before a meeting of fertilizer
"You are held accountable not
dealers here
only to your cust•imer, but to 3.—ur
By "keeping and dressing the community, county, state and ha.
Vineyard," Mr. Reynolds meant lion as to how well you answer this.
conserving the sell of Kentucky and
"My recommendation, based on
putting back into the land fertilizer experience acquired while serving
elements removed by continued you euntlnUousty for the post 27
cropping'.
years as county agont, Is to use a
"The Lord." said Mr. Reynolds, high grade mixed fertilizer, such as
"has given us ra abundance of 5-10-5, 4.16.4, or 4,10.4, er
plant food values with which to fertilizer formulas high in nItregen,
dress our vineyards. The keeper phosphorus and potash.
of the vineyard often asks himself
"Ti illustrate: In one bag of
the question. 'What is the prayer 4-16-4, you get as much plant ford
commercial fertilizer for our crops as in two bags of 24-2 isin much
such as tobacco, grain, orchard and lege cost per unit of plant food. el
true1C."" 4
the high grade formula you el, .
Reminding the fertilizer dealers nate half the charges 1 transp ;
that they hold a responsible posi- tin, mixing. bags and east of 0N'!:tion toward all mankind, he said: catkin."
"You are regularly confronted by
Mr. Reynolds emphasized that in
this important question from your every soil building program in
farmer friends and customers: which crop retation rind legume'
'What is the correct combination of are included, it is necessary to adi
plant food to use and what is the superphosphate and other high
hest way to use it for the most prof. grade fe'rimlmzrrs in order to a, t the
liable results?"
best re:ults fru; land and lat,r.

mini, *sr I Rit.
OP WISDOM
: direct taxes, paid eut ill lump
pay!,
' and I think everyone who
Homan thought is Ilit• woven' by
them realizes full well the governoirimatoly
1110. us imi,'li in it o, • iol•
,
ment is taking a part of his ill.
take ails% et ed Webster
There are other taxes that
our Ineotne just as surely Ina not
The iiiareh of the human mind is
eta notterebly. They are the taxes
slow Iturke
hidden in the prier of tle, prodoct
Ii is the 'Mai Hint makiali eight
Dave you stopped to committer that
that nutheiti wreteli iii happy,
every time you buy a packaite if
cigandles you pay a nix -1.1.11t red- molt it poor Spencer.
gall. tm
1114,ri. is nothing either good fir
, al Government tax; evil y
to had. but thinking makes it so,—
-f gasoline carriee a four•ccrit
miii Shakempeare
six -cent state tax (ilipending
Ks-tiA mind not tit he changed by
! the state): a three per cent
lucky elate tax in auteneibiles ii place or time, the mind in its own
added to the price 4.f your car; place mill in li9.•if can mak,. is hop there is a Federal tax on radios, sin of hull, lir IIVB Of heaven.
and go on definitely. Three are the
loxes we pay without thinking
much about them but which tak.
considerable part of our Income
Guaranteed Radio Repair
I realize we must pay taxes '
mesrate our go', rooaa.t. Ms I
•
is that we will •'• • • '
qie money from ,.11i 1,11 ,11 1
hist its we do when we buy
our shires. How good is your f
and police service? Hew well r..
'
structed is that new post office.
Our government will be as ge d
as we demand, but aeldom any better

FORMA SEIM
MEW

HERSCHEL BARD
RADIOTRICIAN

WESTERN AUTO
.1ssoeiale Store'
I alic St

['tome 112

Fulton

You Expect Your Doctor To
Know 'A hen. How. and
You sire %lets

•

DEMYER D,RUGrEc),

ABC ELECTRIC WASHER
GETS CLOTHES CLEANER

Corp. Income Taxes $954 $1.324
Indiv. Income Taxes
873
1.244
Excess profits Taxes
15
44
Capital Stock
132
127
Estate
342
355
Gift
29
35
Liquor Taxes
602
565
Tobacco Taxes
593
567
Stamp Taxes
39
42
Excise
422
375
Miscellaneous Taxes'
96
96
Sugar Act
69
62
Employment Taxes
783
661
All Other
8
11
—
—
Grand Total $4,957 $5.508
'Miscellaneous Taxes are "sales"
taxes levied on entertainments.
coal, oil. etc.

and Money. . Ends Your Wash Day Drudgery
It Li an Outstanding Bargain For a Limiied Time
Finished all over in gleaming white, this ABC
9Casher has large capacity corrugated paneled
tub, one-piece solid steel chassis, full-powered
rubber•mounted motor, enclosed silent mechanism, automatic drain pump that empties tub
quickly, strong touch-release swinging wringer
with oversize balloon rollers. The twin rinsing
tubs (as sketched below) are strongly made of
heavy-gauge rust-proof metal and mounted on a
sturdy steel frame with castor-fitted feet for
easy moving.

set

•

•

TWO PACKS OF GUM!

s

See Yoor
Dealer
For Other
Makes of
Cedric
We*r

Pr
Frmittrick Stamm, Romania(
Sneer et Adult Rdeciatias

•

ASIR OF LOUISVILLE
New Dealers or Old Dealers, Republican or Democrat, we all pay
taxes in one form or other.
Even people on relief pay back a
part of their relief funds in taxes.

•

•

For the price of two packs of chewing gum
in the cost of electricity, you can easily do a big
family washing (including table and bed linens,
towels, garments, etc.) with a modern electric
washer and save yourself hours of back-spraining
drudgery and fatigue.
REDDY KILOWATT, tow aisiorigai mriaRg

14...1 or

"YOUR FEET ARE WORTH FORTUNES!"

•

•

seam
(ea,•
AUTHESMCIOTO By
HARRY AISTON

FULTON, K.

SP

the years of preparation by the D.tor are simply and
I am not arguing for lower or highsolely to flt him to diagnose your Ca4t, 111,At and keep
well.
you
er taxes; I do argue that each of ,•
The Doctor Is not a superhuman, with super-natural
demand from our government 4.1 .
powers Scientific method.. precedent, personal expericials, whether federal, state, or ce
ence. •nd the esperience of others, necessarily limit the
Washington, D. C.—Where did
Doctor's powers to human capacity
the most for our tax money. A
the money come from to pay federlloweeer. your Doctor brings all thew available source.
when we consider that twenty-L
al taxes last year and how much?
of Information to bear on diagnosis and treatment. Your
per cent to thirty per cent of e
Doctor wools to mate and keep you well Nine times
Uncle Sam has now completed the
income is taken from us in the form
out of ten, If Instructions are followed, prescription.
arithmetic, and the results are
carried our. If you cooperate with your Doctor -you will
, of taxes, it is time to think seriousbe better off physically and mentally. Gist, your Doctor
somewhat surprising.
ly on public problems.
a(home to Omit up ort )ott regularly and keep you well.
assumption
Despite the common
Who we buy a suit of clothes, a
that the bulk of the federal taxes new plow, a furance, or a new autoare paid by business, the results mobile, we usually shop around to
show that actually "hidden" taxes be sure we are getting our money's
which fall on the consumers ac- worth. All intelligent buyers will
FULTON,KY.6
11okez 70
count for the lion's share of the demand the most for their hard4FirtrILS/11(
iC
E0
- 51Toos
. IS WI O19S hflJlHfl3 Rif 01-78 LIISIESS-1
tax revenue. These regressive con- earned money.
sumer taxes, already arnunting to
Some of us will pay Federal and
two-and-a-half times as much as
This is No 6 ..f a series 'Telling the Public About the Doer):
State Income Taxes March 15 and
corporate profits taxes, increased in April 15 (Kentucky). These are
1939 even though business and income taxes dropped.
Corporation
income taxes amounted to only 954 million dollars
in 1939, a drop of 370 billions or
28'.; as compared with last year.
This sharp reduction in taxes on
corporate profits is particularly
surprising in view of the strong
publicity campaign which business
conducted during the last session
of Congress which forced tax
changes that will further cut revn/044.1 ø#i c.qa4e — ABC Electric Washer. and Twin
enues from this source during 1940.
Federal Tax Receipts
Rinsing "Cubs. This Equipment Turns Out Whiter
(In Mi!le.ns of Dollars;
Laundry With Less Wear and Tear.... Saves Time
1939
1933

Money Talks1

224 LAKE STREET

SERVICE

Sales Taxes Provide Main
Support for Uncle Sam

"
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fel is)I to the price
Certificate Measures
and 100 millions 1,, 111:111
iini
I. C. NEWS
Urged by Secretary shale,' %chid) iaviiired at the very
A total of $11411,550.1100 worth of
Mrs Willie Hall Is .bout be
beginning of the war an "a Stlee
farm mortgages was foreclosed on
W C. Jones, chitin agent. Pad SUMP
1,011/11" ciiiil scud tuIllt It misMay. War Makes !si'll'•e•aly
A aunconicarriom OF
, by the largest 16 life insurance tic-al,, was in Fulton Monday.
MI 1.1.116
rIPS is slight* dm.
led some people Into thinking that
11111PrIIVIIIN Far
Prosram
PON MONM
compsnies In the period 1933-311,
W. 11 )(nylons chitin agent, Mem- proved after a insjor (pristine.
"pile). would rea).11 parity." As it
the heaviest foreclosure rata being phis, wan hi-ti, Turaday,
Mrr. Thorium Ed Poyner is Ube
!Flip 11111 iii Flo ope makes Con gaitist such wishful thinking Wal- By Charles I.. Houser, Minister prior to 1935. The Department of
Improved,
Ir.
R.
Maya
vice
lace
prerident
points
arid
mit
he
exports
that
if
greanional action on ilie farm proChurch lif Christ
Agriculture finds that insuninee
Mrs. N. 0. Cleviederi and WA.
general manager, and R. 0. Tischer,
eram "more necessary rather than hicto and fruits have been pow
companica have a more aggressive
are getting along nicely.
Possibly
nut
assistant
church
general
has
been
manager,
mislieally
Chicago,
eliminated, that "veiy little
leas necessaiy," Seeretury Wallace
foreclosure policy than any other
understood more than the Church
were mu Fnulhu'mi
told thi• Maim' Committee ion Ag- coltion Is now sold for export," and
ether class of farm mortgage
Three generations of the INMIEt
hear
unusual
not
elillat
It
to
Is
S. R. Mauldin, general foreman,
riculture in the atrcingeret plea that that ftirt111-1- 111/ hest prices are "clue
family in Collinsville, Ill, MEM
At the present lime, it is found
and C K. Ward, supervisor, attend'
he ha. yet made supporting the in- not to war demand but to elroutii." someone say, "Baptism is the only that 15'; of all
made a living operating the 411114,
furni mortgages ed a
thing they prearli." We could hard- l
staff meeting in the superincome certificate plan. Wallace atald Though Wallace did not refer
factory in the United States WWII
di- ly
are tendent's
misrepresented to ii greater held by itistiranci•
office, Paducah, Monday, manufactures
ed that "Increased farm income" is rectly to Herbert Hoover,
cowbells exclusivetlfhis testi- degree. Those who have attended' under the shadow of the auctionI. D Hubner, trainmarter, is rethe "basic need of agriculture" and mony was diametrically
oppoxed to our services know that we teach eer's hummer. These mortgages
eeiving treatment in the I. C. Hosdeclared that the refusal of the the press statement given out
Peace will come to the Weill
by sinners that in order for them to I have been delinquent as to interest
pital, Chicago.
House to pass any apploprintion the Republican chieftain
when people everywhere are .11..
two days become proper subjerts for Chris- j file three months or more: 3 81';
for parity payments In its recent earlier "Fornier President
R. E. Barr, coal traffic manager, ing to do ar much for the cause al
Hoover," tian baptism, that they must hear .if them have been delinquent on
action slashing the farm budget : according
peace as they do for the sake le
the Wall Street Jour- non believe the gimped of Christ, interest payment fur Om- years Chicago, was in Fulton Tuesday.
niakeis It particularly essential that , nal of February 13, "In
J W. Kern, superintendent, Pad- War
an inter and that they must turn from their ' or more.
Ciingress takes up the income eer-1 iew told the nation to
get set for sins by genuine repentance. They , Tlw gross interest collected by ucah, was in Fulton Tueaday.
laical(' plan.
Herbert Williams, Jr, Psducah,
a farm boom in agricultural pro- know also that v.9. emphasize, withi the 211 companies from their farm
"The net effect of the war on ag- , duction us a result cif the war In
all the power of our being, that un- mortgages amounted to $356,1170,000 was in Fulton Tuesday
riculture has beefi ti, shut off a Europe."
If K Huck, trainmarter, Jackless thesis neceszany preriansasitea In the period 1932-38, being 40 nullarge part of the world market for
OACKACHE•SONENESS-STIFTWAS
are complied with. one's Willi is not lions in 111311 The average rate of son, was here Tuesday of this week.
our farm produrts." Wallace assertElbert Atkins, motorman, is in
a whit safer; that 110 benefit what- interest for all cornpaniisi ionoonted. "Some people seem to feel that Rural Highways
siiever has bias' received, even ed to 4.70', in 1938 as compared the I. C. Hospital, Chicago, for
the war will result very soon In •
treatment.
Suffer From Weather (lii ugh he has been baptized.
with 3.37'. in 1932.
If ant gond rubbing. with orwithaig.
substantial increase Inc farm priers
S. L. Nunnelly, asaistant general
Inman Mustarrola don't bens pew
•ri, say that we preach nothing Bolding% of Farm Mortgage., by
and that the farm problem will be
glorious Mist from those tortunri
claim agent, Memphis, was in Fulton
It was stated at Frankfort this
but buptimni, Is to Imply that the Major Life Insurance Companlea,
cube rhea sad pains - duet. p.44solved . . . But agriculture is not week by C. T. Williams, CommisTuesday.
alt nwanaawyciie doctor. Hot M.o.;
Church of Christ does not stress
usually 1)0E9 TIIY. WORK 19311
profiting from the war in Europe sioner of Rural Highways, that
Herman Grymes, engineer, Mem
tlie importance of Godly living and
Must/wide rive, quick relief barrow
and is not likely to profit at any rural roads thrughout the State
phis, was in Fulton Tuesday.
Ira WifiE than 'Tait a maim' Irgi•
of Lord's-day worship.
$167,298,000
But you Prudential
wonlerfol Root hIna ”counger41114.
time in the near future
; were badly damaged by the recent
gang." .1 1, h p.tartrate. the MASI WY
111,1111,000
who have visited our services know Nortii.rstern
cof it,., altot to help ewes local entemilm
FULTON HOSPITAL
Percent That Farm Prices Are ;freeze, and in many countice will that we believe and teach that Equitable, N.
71,593,000
and
pain. Used by millions for ovw
'require
the
entire
Rural Highway there
Below Parity, Jan, 15th
yeantl 8 stryngthw Baguio% ChMle
70.9116,000
should be a noticeable dif- tletropolitan
'allotment to restore the roads to
(mile, and faun Strong, 40/..
John
Ladd
is
reported
improving
Wheat
ference between the life of a Chris John Hancock
67,002,000
'their original condition and put
Martha Walls, Cayce, who IS retian and the life of a sinner, for I'Mon Central
Corn
50,426,000
35
' them in shape for travel. Where
ceiving treatment is doing nicely.
Mutual
you have heard us time and again
Itenefit
Oats
45,386,100
29
this condition exists, Mr Williams
Mrs James Hicks and baby mini quote from the Epistles and make Equitable, Iowa
Barley
31,352,000
. 42
said, very little new construction
doing fine.
needed applications such as the fol- Bankers life
Rye
30,6111.000
39
work can be undertaken.
Mrs. Irene Grogan of Columbus is
lowing: "For the grace of God that Travelers
Rice
29,775,000 I
improving after an appendix open
Repairing the roads damaged by bringeth salvation bath
Better Ti.. A lihmataril nrissE
Colton
25,450,000
appeared Aetna
.
34
the freeze will not get underway, to all men,
Peanuts
teaching us that, deny.. 42
The
points
SEC
out that annual
in most instances, until after April ing ungodliness
Apples
and worldly lusts,
41
profits reported from the acquisifirst, it was stated. because funds we should live soberly,
Tobacco, f, c.
37
righteously,
For the Best In New Furniture
!tam and sale of farm real estate
for the work will not be available and godly, in this
present world."
until that time.
(Titus 2:11, 12) Live how? "Sober- !"do not accurately reflect gains and
SEE
Not since the inauguration of the y. righteously, and godly." Who,losses" in all instances but that ti •
Rural Highway Department in 1938 are lo live "soberly, righteously, companies' own records show re •
profit of $9,015.551 from such trio.
have the roads been in the condition and gody"?
All Christians; and
they are at this time. Mr. Williams those who fail thus to do are living actions in the period 1932-38 &she
Bronchitis, acute or chronic, Is an
Slit- general decline in farm vs!•.•
innammatory condition of the mucous said. In many counties officials have in open rebellion to the word of
For Bargains In Used Furniture
membranes lining the bronchial tubes. issued rders forbidding hauling God, in spite of the fact that
the
Creoinulsion goes right to the seat of the
SEE
trouble to loosen germ laden phlegm. over the roads while in this present Bible is repleti• with the warnings "Vigil In The
,Vight"
Increase secretion and aid nature to conditin.
concerning the disposition that God
soothe and heal raw. tender. Inflamed
Al Fulton Theatru
If the public will cooperate whole- will make of his rebellious childbronchial inueoua membranes. Tell
Sunday, Monday, Tuesdap
your druggist to sell you a bottle of heartedly the damage can be con- ren.
Creomulsion with the understanding
That the Church of Christ stressthat you are to like the way it quickly siderably lessened and the cost of
A GLOWING tribute to the
allays the cough or you are to have repairing greatly reduced.
es the importance of a Christian's
your money back.
The Rural Road Program for the not forsaking the Lord's-day wor- . voted women in white who pa):
'-'al courts and the W. P. A. Mr ship, is a fact so well known that the hospitals of the world, "Vie
in the Night," RKO Radio's screen
it needs no discussion.
For Coughs, Chest Colds, Bionchitis '.7. :Slams stated.
Version of the sensational novel
l by Dr. A. J. Cronin, of "The Casale.
INSURANCE HOLDINGS
For years we have been serving the people of
:fame, is scheduled for an Cis!
TOTAL HALF BILLION
local showing with Carole) 1..) •
this vicinity, bringing them better quality coal
— ——
!bard, Brian Aherne and Ai., •
Slump Increases Farm Lands
that gives more heat than ordinary coal. Let
DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
,Shirley in the stellar roles. Sh):•
field by Insurance Firms
us take your order for prompt delivery.
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
ing Sunday at the Fulton Theatre
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pumps,
More than half a billion dollars
With the greater part of its stir-

ONE-MINUTE SERMON

vim loy

nind Is
II gout
happy,
sod m'
KO --led by
is Own
hea•
elven -

MUSCULAR
PMNS-ACHES

111‘1111

`IF

OW 10 eleve
Bronchitis
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GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

CREOMULSION

QUALITY COAL COSTS LESS

RADIATORS

s

•

Cylinder Heads, Carbureators, Motor Rebuilding a Specialty
Call and Give Us A Trial

JONES AUTO PARTS COMPANY
108 Central Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

Plume 341

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Third and Carr St.

AMBULANCE
PHONE 7
It Can Happen In A Split Second

News Stories Daily Tell of "Lucky" Accidents But Without Insurance No Accident is Lucky
Insurance on a car like this makes its owner feel "lucky." No
insurance probably would mean a $300 repair bill. See that the
insurance company pays collision bills on your car by taking out
a full-protection policy now, before you have an accident. Phone
us today and our representative will call to give you full information

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE ST.

se s vt„

51

PHONE No, 5

FULTON, KY.

worth of farm land is now in the ring action taking place in two
'hands of the twenty-six largest lift- English hospitals during the months
insurance companies, according to just preceding the current war, the
evidence piesented by the Securi- story presents Carole Lombard as a
ties and Exchange Commission to loyal nurse of high ideals. Briar
the Temporary National Economic Aherne as an humanitarian doe!: 7
Committee. This is an increase of and Anne Shirley as Miss Lombar 7
approximately six and one-half younger sister, a student nurse s
times the volume of farm land is temperamentally unsuited to :le:
owned by these same companies in chosen profession.
1929 even though land values have
Disclosing a vivid insight into
declined sharply.
the behind-the-sec-nes work of nursFarm Real Estate Owned by 26 ing. "Vigil in the
Night.. traces the
Largest Life Insurance Companies ,iramatic
experiences of Miss Lom1929
S 81.907.000 bard. starting with her dismissal
1932
235.026,000 when ehe IASFUTICS the blame for
her
1935
502.141.000
nee
c• :I chi1933
529,392,000 ld() of a sa•k child.
The- large volume of farm lands
In another town she joins a h, s
held by these life insurance comPital that IN it,
stilif
panies is especially striking in view
and equipped. I!
of the fact that each year their inAherne, a fans
come from the sale of farm lands
has increased. being 900'; higher comes interested is ha 1:U: SC
her keen observation saves him
in 1938 than in 1929. They took in
from losing a patient on the nix r. •
slightly more than 82 millions from
ing table.
the sale of farm lands in 1938 as
When the nurse is involed in a
compared with 9 millions in 1929.
Ownership of Farm Land by Major bus accident, she again comes 5"
the' attention of the doctor, for s
I.ife Insurance Companies, 1938
Metropolitan
$83.290,000 is obliged to assist him in an en,
Equitable. N V.
67.950.000 gency (iteration at the scene of '
Mutual Benefit
50.698,000 crash. From these contacts a fee!,'
John Hancock
49,633.000 of understanding is born w!'•
Prudential
48.882.000 lays the foundation for a form
Union Central
43.639.000 association.
Counterpointing the experics.
Travelers
38,247.000
Northwestern
25,295,000 .)f Miss Lombard are those of Is:
Aetna
21,023.000 sister, whose weakness involves her
' Equitable. Iowa
16,001.000 it several disasters.
The story reaches its climax in
Connecticut Gent
14.767.000
Nat'l life
13.692.000 an isolation ward where a sudden
Phoenix Mutual
13.602,000 epidemic is taking a heavy toll on
Connecticut Mutual
11,13900 patients and nurses. In this setting
Bankers Life
.
11,013,0041 are depicted such dramatic events
In addition to their ownership o as toe valiant struggle to conquer
farm land, the twenty-six largest the disease, the risk Miss Lombard
life insurance companies are found !takes in forging an order for much
to held farm mortgages amounting needed medical supplies, and the
sacrifice
to $743.961.000 in 1938. While this heart- touching
Anne
total is below pre-depression levels.'Shirley part to redeem. herself.
Directed and produced by George
reduced mainly by foreclosures in
1931-33, the records show a rapid Stevens, "Vigil in the Night" tearise in the writing of farm mort- , tures in supporting roles Julian
gages during the last five years Mitchell, Robert Coote, Brenda
These companies wrote 31 million !Forbes, Rita Page and Peter Cushdollars worth of new mortgages in ing. Fred Guiol, P. J. Wolfson and
1934. 57 millions in 1935, 75 mil _ 'Rowland Leigh are credited with
lions in 1936, 83 millions in 1937 !•.0 screen play.

CITY COAL COMPANY
—PHONE 51—

It's CHEAPER To
Have Your Car
REPAIRED!
Have Your Car Properly Checked and Serviced for Safe and
Dependable Driving!
We have all the modern equipment necessary for any kind of service you may need.
Let us give your ear a thorough check-up
and reconditioning. Enjoy the pleasure of that
extra zip and pep that your motor should haveIt's more economical to keep your car in
good running condition, besides the pleasure
and comfort of knowing it is always ready to
give perfect performance.
Protect Yourself and Family—and Your 1,r+vestment by Keeping Your Car in the
Proper Running Condition,

Brady Bros.
Garage

•
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A GOOD PROGRAM
We are glad that interest is being
shown in a better and more beautiful Fulton. Such a program was,
adopted at a recent meeting of the
Young Men's Business Club. While
much progress has been made on
this the last few years, there o,
great deal yet to be done. We thim,
it is something that should be workslits. C. E. II UR'S S
ed on year after year.
We hope that all civic groups
(' E H,.o;
will co-operate toward this t•nd. By
1,
"ge died last Thu.
all working together much more
4.- • %•
z•
rapid progress can be made We
• .
! Mrs Burns had been admitteei
feel that everyone in our commun111,.. hospital about thirty mititit, •.
ity now realizes the importance of
1 , she tiled. Funeral airy it'.
making our city as neat, clean and
• 40
. - - ,, i,---1 -....afternoon at
V, I It. tale! Saturday
attractive as possible and Is willing
—
three o'clock at the First Baptist
to help.
church, conducted by the Rev.
Beautification means more than
Woodrow Fuller
rC....
--1 ji:":1• Ns
Burial was in
..t.,
' _...i.I
planting flowers and trees. UnsightFairy II-W cemetery in charge- of
ly, dilapidated buildings need to be
Iforobeak Funeral Ilona-.
torn down or repaired. Efforts along
Mrs Burns was born Febriutey
this line should not be relaxed unII, 1894, in McGee. Mississippi, and
til every old eye-sore in the city
after lier marriage to C. E. Burns
has been removed.
in 1913, she came to Fulton to live
Some plan should be worked out
isionn WW1 Malin unman es. swum
She
the mother of two childthis spring to keep many vacant
ren, Clovis, who survives and one
lots in better shape this summer
daughter. who died in infancy. She
Our streets and back alleys, and the
creek banks need to be kept free of cigaretes in recent sears How- able to trade directly with us be- ed a great change- and supplies will was a member of the Baptist churbe flowing into Gerniany across ch and was an active worker of
of rubbish, weeds and trash dumps ever. the increased use of burley cause- of the Allied blockade.
In spite of the sharp total rise in conquered Poland in a steady are!
We can never hope to have a clean for cigarette-a is offset to some excity until a community-w!de plan tent by the continued decrease in our exports, a comparatively limit- heavy stream,
La worked out and kept going the manufacture of chewing tobac- ed number off American industries
England is obviously extreme'''.
are booming because- of it. Foreign
along this line.
worried by the- apparent fact tbs
exports,
agricultural
demand
for
action.
Our
time
for
Now is the
'Hitler is getting supplies from II ,
Despite favorable consumption
street-cleaning department and var- trends for tobacco products, stocks including tobacco, is dropping to- Balkan countries which. being
----non-existence.
point
of
ward
the
ious civic organizations can get the l ot burley tobacco on hand, while
!Oats. can purchase whatevei
No Return of Her Former
And, strange as it seems, foreign
job done.
anyone
Italy.
us.
or
want
from
excessive,•
not alarmingly high, are
buying of automobile's and trucks.
Troubles
in
Fifleen
and marketing quotas will be relied necessary as these- are to war. has'And she is worried too by the pee
Months
Since She Took
tentialities
of
source.
of
Russia
as
a
upon to hold production this year shrunk materially.Apparently the
"TAKLNG THE COUNT- TO BE
machines, oil and other neclletonna. Declares HapGIVEN AT SCIENCE HALL more nearly in line with disappear- belligerents are able to produce I food,
essary commodities. This, the oh ance- the report states.
py Kentucky Lady.
their own machine's of transport,
servers say, explains Britain's reA three-act comely, -Take TID
spending their carefully
,Ithout
'cunt violations of international
"I have certainly been in good
Count," will be pressnteti by ti..
•,arded gold for the American
law, and het refusal to make health Fillet. taking Retonga fifteen
Young People's Desartment of
:Amt.
, amends to Norway for the Altmat's months ago and I fed like praising
First Methodist Church at •
Biggest increase for any export : incident. The Allied high command this wonderful medicine to everyScience Hall on Friday night,
The effect of the war abroad on commodity is shown by aluminum 'is apparently convinced that tech - body I see," declares Mrs. Phil
March 8, at 7:30 o'clock.
Thn cast includes Donald Hall, American business gradually be- -up 323 per cent. That is com- :meal rules cannot be' permitted to Beasles. prominent resident of
'stand III the way of their prosecu- Route 3. Shelbyville. Mrs. Beasley
Winna Frances Price, Carolyn At- comes clearer. And. for the most pletely understandable, as alumiis a member of the Baptist Church.
kins, Carbilene Gardner, Earl Wil- part, it is different than was ex- num is being used more and more tion of the war.
Sumner Welles. the President's the Woman's Missionary Society
ley, Earl Sensing. Jerry Cavender. pected when hostilities began last in planes and other instruments of
Randall Willey, Charles Reams. September. Paul Mallon recently war. Aircraft exports have risen "peace emissary" certainly re-ached and is Chairman of the Girls BapBetty Holderman. Ruth Knighton, published a brief analysis of the close to 200 per cent. And chemi- Europe at a discouraging moment tist Training School of Louisville
and Elizabeth Smith. Miss Kellena situation, furbishing it with facts cals and leather have all shown 'Just about the time his boat was She formerly lived in Harrodsburg
advances of 50 per cent or more
of considerable interest.
docking Chamberlain was making where she and Mr. Beasley are' also
Cole is the director.
The Allied purchasing COMMIF- h,s most aggressive anti-Hitler well known. Relating ber happy exFirst, war has upped our exports
This play is guaranteed to be one
of the be* amateur plays ever pre- -but, curiously enough, the rise in sion seems to be doing a capable speech. and Hitler in turn was tak- perience with Retonga Mrs. Beasley
sales to belligerents has been less job. By eliminatieg the competi- ing England over the coals in his said:
sented in Fulton.
"I feel ten years younger and
than to neutrals. Total export rise tive bidding between France and usual manner. It doesn't seem posis almost 30 per cent, but increase England which occurred early in sible now to find any common stronger since taking Retonga, and
SUGGESTS HOLDING
in goods going to Britain has been the last war, it has helped to 11(.1(1 ground for negotiation. England is I have gained nine pounds. I believe
TOBACCO GROWING
TO MARKET NEEDS only 10 per cent. Norway's de- prices down. And it is working definitely on record as being out sluggish bowels was one cause of
mand for American supplies has efficiently with this government so Ito destroy the Nazi regime, and my troubles for I used to need laxAn agricultural outlook report of shown the startling rise of 144 per that our own national defense needs :Hitler says he won't stop until atives regularly, I had splitting head the University of Kentucky College cent. Swedish buying is up el Per will nut be impaired by foreign
of Agriculture points out that the cent, Dutch 47 per cent and Italian buying.
consumption of cigarettes. cigars 41 per cent No one believes that
War buying here will undoubtedand smoking mixtures is increasing,,these countries are using all of ly increase as time goes on.
though
but the use of chewing tobacco is what they buy for themselves. Log- no sudden jumps artanticipated.
declining. It has been estimated ical explanation is that a large part With comme-roal
credits given to
that two-thirds of the burley crop of the purchases is being trans- Finland and China through
the
is
unGermany.
which
shipped
to
manufacture
in
the
been
used
has
Import-Export Bank. tens of mil- .
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KILL RATS WITHOUT POISON
YOUR
MONEY
13ACI1
ti RATS
DON'T
DIE

DRIVE
CAREFULLY
,

•
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RATS
KR O KILLS
ONLY

"I Gained lbs. and
Feel Years Younger"
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lions of dollars worth of orders:
will flow into Amreican industry.:
We are not experiencing a war
boom, but we are making money
out of the conflict. LInf trtunately
it seems to be the verdict of his- :
tory that we or anyone else must
pay through the nose for such
profits when the war ends and the'I
exhausted participants must face!
the immense task of rebuilding
thattered economies.
It has long been said that -Time'
works with the Allies." That is
certainly true in one very vital
matter-airplanes. It is generally
, believed that Allied plane production and purchasing has brought
British and French air forces very
close to those of Germany, and
that by the end of the year the
'Reich will be well surpassed.
In another way. however, time
works with Hitler. German technicians and scientists, always among .
the best in the world, have been
sent to Russia to speed up Soviet
production and to facilitate transport. The amazing inefficiency of
the Russians in producing and delivering the goods the Reich needs,
has been one of Hitler's most serions problems. In another eight or
ten months, the experts feel. the
(1,•rm:u1 engineers will have effee,

,

MRS. PHIL BEASLEY

aches and severe pains in my back
and legs. Getting up nights made
me weak, irritable and worn out. I
told my husband I was going to try
Retonga, anti the way it overcame
my troubles was astonishing
My
bowels are regular, the pains and
headache's are gone and I sleep fine
without being disturbed by getting
up. I am so much stronger and look
so much better that my friends are
amazed."
Get genuine Retonga today at
Dehlyer Drug Store.

•

1

"You know, Bill ... the longer I stay in railroading, the more kick I get out of it. Why,
we're feeding the world! Take this lunch If
it v‘cren't for the trains to haul our
food, I
wouldn't have this banana and you wouldn't
he drinking that coffee. And those kids
You're
so proud of would they he half so full of
pep if they didn't get their cereal and fresh
fruit every day?
"Right here on this freight train vou•Il
find
nearly every•thing Anyboay'd need for living.
Look at those carloads of lumber, And fuel,
and those shipments of clothing, shoes
and
machinery.. We're bringing all these things
from whine they can be produced
clie.ipest, to he
sold some place else At prices people can
Alford.
"I guess that's what they mean by
keeping up
the American standard of living. It
depends
pretty much on good shipping
the kind
we're resronsihIc for as
ai:d brakeman on this
( entral tram."

•••

•

Cis Mg the people more goods for less
money—that's
what American industry is doing...and it's
just as touch
the business of the Illinois Central System
as it is of any
manufacturer or farmer. It is not by
chance that railroad rates are low and service is good.
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Mr. anti Mrs. E. M Scott and
Street.
it in POI, 1114. 1•1111":111 111,1.-1V.1 daughter, Peggy, npent Sunday
"- AI 1.1.V(iliAMB
M1:41 Ja111. Alley of Murray rid
111 1 /1.-,..1] 1-11,111.- 1....1.111.,11V.,. 2500 nil ii relatives in Troy, Term.
•I• .i!.In has been racia6re1,4
%pent the week +aid a
Ii OA 1.11 ;lip! 17,600
lor
Mrs. its. Mullins of Jackson, tiven.
•I
Oil.,
CI JIMIIII
Ii 55
is visiting Mrs. A. MIAlia. and other 1 Roy D. Vay.or
t1/ 1•SlohntwIly rvittitid Ulf
r 1
Ii ii Nicilivill. ri Isl s • .
"We are doing something inure friends in Fulton
,,f tI ft tl,at the p.'drst,'business.
Mao patios our bills, our lases and
Mrs Lois Wittrefteld
!Wel, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of iii loll,-; i ttaflic safety is tine
oar 'Merest; is r Iii' keeping the Mrs. Krone Winters and Mrs Jewel
this country.
Jarkrian spent Sunday with Mrs if tbii most at.ute
proper( e in good e
:1N7-7.-----Looniesup000mer
lltlu,uu tit han• McClain attended the meeting of
zz..
.
z21
Mote Own forty tier cont of the
Effie Witty.
ille thew business land thereby ac- Cilyee Wominion Circle Tuesday
w in 1939 were
if
Paducah uut.,11,01,11, 1.o.dos
Mist+ Ethel Diann
OARINO FRIIPIGNMENFilf
cept new opportunities for profit), night Mrs MaClain, district presi•
Why don't we, then.
spent several dayn this week with
THROUGH MI AIR IN
:el was prays-11 by our response to dent, ',resided over the meeting.
her aunt, Mrs. Verner Fl1(1.(11(111 1)(1 1,1,y 11101i. iitte(lt1011 to our walking
TEMA' sPFCIALLV ROUE
the suddenly increased truffle ite•
Psi
Edith Connell and daughter. Third pareet.
STUNT AUTOS IN /92/.
111:11m1 in 1939." wrote :11r. neves'.
Patricia, and Doycii Owiin spent
Mrs 1).)ti P. Hawk ina and dough all! 111 V, 11 lill1111/111.11 against tak- Sunday afternoon with Mre. Carl
Sandra Lee, who have b.' 'mm illi 13 Joe E Brown a man to a
ing t1.0 ......a view if the railioad Barley
Cadem. Tenn
lib several wick • .0 their home tin' mouth?
howiNCI,
10,011ing out
SAFETY)*SA/a
Mrs Pill Seatli. Mrs Boger Mul
sus G/AAiF PRESS, min
that 193)) was a laior year for it111..
Miss T1/0111111' Nell Galen mid
STORIES AWN. WAS DESIGNED
1:11111121,114, 1111,1 t11111. 1111. wax! days Miss Ruby V. Yarlati spent Thula
TOPROOLCE THE NEW TYPE
,4 1939 (.11011. 111 ii. I. I four months day in Memphis, Tenn.
OP suet. MAIM'ROOF MOS
If the year.
OF THE NEW AVE04106WES
Mrs. Landon Roberson and Buddy
ARE BOTH FADE AND SMART
Carver spent Tuesday afternoon iri
LOOKING, THAN WS TO
Mayfield.
MODERN MONAIR veiVIT
Mrs. Venter Freeman, Mrs. Atm.
OPNOGSTERY.
191'
Irish Potatoes, 10 lbs.
Jolley, Mrs. II. H. Henderson. Mrs
14c
Sweet Potatoes, fine for baking, 3 lbs.
Nora Alexander and Mrs. T. M
Two 111W kettle drums have been Franklin spent Monday in Padii!
Ilk
lbs.
__
Onions,
3
nice
yellow,
I'l .I.1 .11.1.(1 by the Fulton High School
calm and saw "Gum With the Wind."
Cabbage, nice green, I lbs. __
timid. Miss Mary Ethel Lantalen i;
at
Mrs. Henry Hillard, Mrs
Toni
0e
Carrots, fancy Calif., 2 bunches ______
to
how
the first to take lessons on
Pailiam, Jr. and Mrs. G. E. Good of
OA
Celery, Lettuce, fancy fresh, 2 for_ 13e
play a kettle drum.
Martin visited 114rm. Landon Rober__ 25e
7'urnip Greens, nice fresh, 3 lbs.
son and Mrs. FAlith Connell one day
Mr ilarrision, bandmaster, has last week.
Irish
Potatoes,
new
red,
1
lbs.
-.....19g
SOMETHINCP/FFERENT
nearly one hundred students now
12e
Oranges, 176-size, doz. 19c; 250-size, doz.
Mrs. Ruth Beadier, Miss Frances
A GEArTZfASAad NAMED ICNIIOWSWY
taking music. There are 56 memGalbraith and Mrs. Audra Monger
INVENTED A G.PROICODIC MDNOIRACK
Apples, fancy Winesaps, 125-size, doz. __ 22(
will
band,
which
the
first
bers
in
Aurpsoonur IN 1919 WHICH WAS
attended the Southern Exhibitors
A pples„Wayman, Winesaps, good for eating or
participate in the contest to be
successrmur PUN IN LONDON.
,
•
Style Show in Memphis Monday.
15e
cooking, doz. __
held at Murray on March 23. Thl.
Mrs. C. D. Jones is ill at her home,
flS W705 Alt ”.• •41/I,1,• '14AM .
AI,
I ph,.4
,
1,•0111.*V COM leirCOSMA •IAA*If 1f
.0
band also has been invited to the
15e
Grapefruit,
6I-size,
I
for
__
on College Street, South Fulton.
Cotton Carnival at Memphis this
Bananas,
golden
ripe,
A
Pickle
Bargain,
doz.
15e
Miss
Hilda
McAlister left Sunday
year.
showed an increase of $6.000,000 in
Rhubard,
Green
Onions,
Radishes,
Fresh
night for Lexington, Ky., to take
ria'enue in 1939, as compared with
Fresh Cucumber Pickle, Heinz,small 130-Irg.
Plans are being made for a WPA a course on Pubiic Health Work.
the year before.
Bread,
3 regular 10c bares for _
25(
garden here to provide vegetables For several months she has been
The report, which was delivered
Fulton High a nurse in the Fulton Hospital.
Soups, Heinz, subject to stock, 2 cans __ 150
today to 30,000 employPS (If the for the kitchen at the
School, under the supervision of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Claypool and
Lighthouse Cleanser, 3 cans __
13(
line, showed an increase of $1,113.Will Be Used to Cut Debt.
of Ken- son. Billy, of Memphis, Tenn., visnet operating J. S. Gardner, University
the
company's
000
in
Soda,
Arm
&
Hammer
or
Table
Salt,
1
boxes
15(
Improve Road. However
be
held
at
tucky. A meeting will
ited relatives here Sunday.
Income over the year trfore, or a
garden,
all
5(
pkgs.
3
for
10t
Seed,
flower
and
- the high school next Tuesday at
Mrs. Earline Blackard and daughtotal profit of $2.335,775
Cabbage Plants, Jersey, Wakefield,2 bunches 15(
Illinois Central Railroad, one of .
1:30 p. m.. when preliminary plans ter, Joan, of Latham, Tenn., were
This (profit) will be applied, as
America's few
big corporations
will Lie formed.
Pimientos,
7-oz. can, largest, 2 for
15(
guests
of
Miss
Ruby
Byars
last
Sathave been all net earnings in recent
which send annual reports to emThe WPA kitchen at the school urday.
Breakfast Bacon, Laclede or Indep., 2 lbs. 330
years, to the reduction of debt arid
ployes as we II
to,-1(
has been rendering a much-needed
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Mills spent the
Sausage, pure pork, made country way,2 lbs. 210
the improvenient of It it' property
service. Two helpers are furnished week-end in Chicago, the guests of
for the better service the public de/
20
131
Pork Chops, small lean, lb.
by the WPA. Mrs. Ruby Carver is their daughter, Mrs. Charlie Conmands." writes J. I,.
presi111,i0
Pork Roast, shoulder cuts, nice lean, lb.
matron at the high school, and ner, and Mr. Conner. They also visdent of the I. C
Lard. 1-lb carton, Laclede or Independent 390
Mrs. Flail is matron at Carr-Insti- ited I. D. Holmes and Elbert AtMr. It.
said the company was tute.
kins of Fulton, who are patients in
Butter,.Mayrose or Swift's, Brookfield, solids
Lust Iler Prominent Hips
still unable to pay diveiends ttl its
th.• 1. C. Hospital. Chicago.
320
or 1 4-1b.
11,ird Iler Double Chin
stoekholders, but explianed that the FITTON COUNTY IS WELL
Mrs. Mark Davidson and daugh1.ost lIrr Slogiziehsteen
_
12'
ic
Liter,
fresh,
tender,
lb
HEPRESENTED IN
ter will leave Saturday for their
Rained a More Shapely Figure policy of reducing its di his had
Salt Meat, good to fry or boil. lb
_
Igor
and the larreaer in I'h%
brought the annual Interest paySTATE UNIVERSITY home in Sandoval. 111. after a vishiCh So (if ten
and Vis:Afil)11•411,,i
Lard, in bulk, Laclede, really good, 1 lbs.
29(
ments to less than $15,000,000. This.
it with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Cumee alit }Arrest tat Reduction.
he said, is a "move in tin. general
Fulton county is well represented T. E. Norris, on Park Avenue.
FOR BETTER PRICES - QUALITY - FOOD - THERE
Thousands of women are gctt ing
WILL HAVE TO BE ANOTHER PICKLE GROCERY
in the second term registration liMrs. Robert Lamb was a visitor
fat and losing their appeal just be- direction" of dividends.
the University of Kentucky, Lex- in Paducah Monday.
cause they du lit kt.ow what to do.
Illinois Central empkyes received
Why not be smart -- do what
ington. Students are enrolled from
Mrs. A. J Turner and Ross Goodthousands of women h:;.ve done to IF $52,347.255 in wages in 1939. an in- 115 of the 120 counties of Kentucrum of Huntingdon. Tenn., were
..1
IP:wanted
fat.
get
; crease of $2,647.005 over the prePHONE 221
FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE - ANYTIME
Take a balf teaspo..nful of Kruschen vious year's wages. Total operating ky. 37 other states and 11 countries guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Belew
FULTON, BY_
EAST STATE LINE
and possessions. totaling 3,600, the on Vine street Tuesday.
in a glai,e of teit watf.r first thing
every morning to gently activate expenses increased about $5,000,000 largest second-term enrollment in
Mrs. David Henderson is reportliver, bowels and kidneys-cut down during the year, which was $1,000.the history of the university.
your calare. ihiake-eat wisely and 000 less than revenues increased.
Those from Fulton county are:
satisfyingly-there need never be a
The railroad added 1541 employes Robert Alexander, Mary Zou Allen.
hungry moment!
Keep this plan up for 30 days. ; in 1939.
The average wage was
Then weigh yuur,elf and see if you $1828, an increase of $66 per em. Myrtle Binkley, Fred Brady. John
Campbell. Samuel Campbell, Gilhaven't lost pounds of ugly fat.
Just se if this thesn't prove to be ply'.' over the year before, for the bert Cheniae. George Boyd Crafton,
the Fur:rise of your life and make total of 28.637 employes.
Doris DaVania. Paul Durbin, Ronyou feel
'like shouting the good news
Taxes took 510.157.597 of the I. C ald Earle Grogan. Clyde Hill, Paul
to other fat people. And be:zt of all
a jar of Kruschen that will last you income in 1939. which amount, Mr. Laine, Jr.. James Robert Powers..
for 4 weeks cos'.5 but little. If not Boren pointed out, was about one- Mary Lee Roberts. Warren Thompjoyfuny satistied-money back,
fifth of what employes drew in son and Mary Virginia Whayne, all
dt Fulton: Charles Amberg, John
Melina-ant. John Coy:gill, Reeves
Dark.. Louis McNeill, Bonnie MidBuy Used Cars from a New Car Dealer. Our reputation is your guarantee of a Square Deal. It is
dleton and Ruth Sanger of Hickmuch safer to Buy a Used Car from an Authorized Used Car Dealer, because servicing motor fan
man: Agnes Sublette and Ben Subis a permanent part of our business. Look at these Specials listed below and he assured that each
tette of Cayce.
car la thoroughly recunditioned. Priced, tairiv and sold an the Loa est In:sauce Bastes available_
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Well Folks, It's Old Man Pickle Still
Whittling On Those Prices!

PICKLE'S GROCERY

ED CARS

Bring Them Through

at

ALIVE

96', Liveability to 8 weeks old on 50,000 Swift's
Baby Chicks tested.
This Liveability is the result of complete

SANITATION,
EXPERT CULLING,
BLOOD-TESTING,
and

EXTINSIVE BREEDING WORK
"THE SWIFT WAY IS THE PROFIT-WAY"
REASONABLE PRICES

'
S
SWIFT

HATCHERY

Poll,. K•

W. W. JONES & SONS
FUNERAL HOME
129 University St.

MARTIN, TENN.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

01••••

••

Phone 990

•SOCIETY •
BOYDSTON-MONROE
WEDDING FEB. 24
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Monroe. of
Memphis, announce the marriage of
their daughter. Dorothy, to Robert
Burr Boydston. son of Dr. and Mrs.
B. P. Boydston of Kansa; City. The
wedding took place in Memphis on
Sunday, February 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe formerly
lived in Fulton and the bride was
graduated from Fulton High School
in the class of 1939.
The couple will spend six months
in New York City and after that
time they will make their home in
Kansas City.
Maxwell McDade. Homer Wilson
and Joe Wills, all of Fulton. W. P.
Curtin of Paducah and Rune Graf
of Mayfield attended the Contractor's Convention in Louisville last
week.
Mrs. Lee Roberts of St. Louis.
-% ho has been seriously ill at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Adams, is able to be out.
Bartle S. Osgood of Louisville
spent Sunday and Monday with his.
mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood.
Mrs. John Morris is reported an
the sick list at her home on Jeff,
son street.
Roy Pickering of Memphis spent
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. R. E.
Pickering.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roberts of St
Louis and Mr. and Mrs. John Adams
se-nt Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.

1935 OLDSMOBILE

Coupe
1936 OLDSMOBILE

6

Business

6 Coach

1936 OLDSMOBILE 8 Touring Sedan. Radio and Heater
Touring
6
1937 OLDSMOBILE
Coach. Like a New Car
1937 OLDSMOBILE 6 Touring Sedan. Good condition in every
way
1937 OLDSMOBILE 8 Touring Sewith
dan. Like a New Car
Radio and Heater.
6
1939 OLDSMOBILE
Coupe. 4 New Tires
6
1939 OLDSMOBILE

Business
Touring

Coach
1933 PLMOUTH Coach
1933 PLMOUTH COUPE (2)
1934 PLYMOUTH Sedan
1934 PLYMOUTH Coach
1935 PLYMOUTH Coach
1935 PLYMOUTH Touring Sedan
1936 PLYMOUTH Touring Coach
1929 CHEVROLET Coach

1934 CHEVROLET Coach
1934 CHEVROLET Sedan
1935 CHEVROLET Stan'd Coupe
1935 CHEVROLET Del. Coupe
1936 CHEVROLET
Standard
Touring Sedan
1937 CHEVROLET Touring Coach
1938 CHEVROLET Touring Coach,
Like New
1939 CHEVROLET Touring Coach.
Radio and Heater
1933 DODGE 1 2-Ton Pickup Truck
1937 DODGE Touring Sedan
1933 FORD Tudor, A Bargain
1934 FORD Tudor. Motor A-1 condition
1933 PONTIAC Sedan. Good con_
dition
1934 PONTIAC Coach. (3)
1935 PONTIAC Sedan
1936 PONTIAC Coupe. Like New
1937 GMC 1 1 2 Ton Truck. Priced
to move quick
1936 WILLYS Sedan.
Goo,i condition
1934 NASH Sedan. Good condition.

inAny other ntat.-- and models to choose from. Any of these cars can be purchlsel with a
small down payment, balance on easy terms.
Telephone Si
J. T.
sud

HALE

MOTOR

SALES

Mayfield,
Kentucky

Car Lot on West Broadway. The Best Place in West lientucky to
Buy a Used Car
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In the division of the territory the gan to subscribe to the Home and an operation in the Fulton hospital
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lion's share fell to Tennessee, but
. be placed on wheels, so that it estimates that only about three per
last Tuesday, is improving slowly.
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truthful at all times. We have never
Building up soil is just like put- to place as desired,
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fondHenry
Smith.
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It thus
boundaries were made.
When the new government under met one who could claim to belong
ting money in the bank.
Mrs. Lee Duke of Water Valley.
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the present constitction was formed to the veracious three per cent, but
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle. Polsgrove
chase in Kentucky is almost an is- efforts to heal the wounds engenOn the job day and night should in 1789, the seat of government was we imagine if we were to meet one
had as their Sunday guests—Mr.
land, as large and mighty rivers dered by the Civil War brought inarid Mrs. Chalmus Ferguson, Mr. be the rule when ewes are drop- temporarily located in New York, his conversation would be pretty
are on three sides: the Ohio to the to some of the homes The Atlanta
but was removed to Philadephia the dull.
Constitution. To most of my gen- and Mrs. Moss- McClure and Mr. ping early lambs.
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following year. After much discusoration Georgia and Missour se-em- and Mrs. Doss McClure.
Subscribe to The News
Some mighty good farmers think 'ion the present site was selected
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Hancock had as
physically and spiritually nearSymptoms of Distress Aris.ing from
sr than the rest of our own state. their Sunday guests—Mr. and Mrs. that they cannot sell hay, corn or and the cornerstone of the capital
grass profitably except through was laid by President Washington
Lee Fite and daughter Marie.
Besides the geographical condion September 18, 1793, with Massa,Rev. Peery will not fill his regu- livestock.
!ions that isolated us in the Jack1.41•1.es •nd You'll Eat
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Lespedeza is a four-in-one crop— streets and parks existed on paper
11619 to Kamm Add. Sold on 15
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stop-over in Tennessee. There were
Acis toe .wittaeses MelleallV" tutm
Traffic police can and should de- it is good for grazing, hay and soil- only. New arrivals saw
gangs of
endellelithilstreetarat--...—st
people from other parts of Ken- vote more of their time to protect—
tucky in certain areas, but evident- ing pedestrians. Such a program.
BENNETT DRUG STORE
however, must be given strong
community support to be effective.
Newspapers and civic groups can
aid greatly.
have
Some traffic specialists
suggested that pedestrians involed
in accidents be required to file a
On Men's Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shirts,
regular report with the police deWork Clothing and Work Shoes.
partment. if they are able to do so.!
I firmly believe that city ordinances should prohibit jaywalk:'
These items are all bargains. See us B-4-U buy.
and crossing betuee-n intersection If we have regulations for the
conduct and behavior of the automobile driver, why can't we have
regulations for the pedestrian? The
"We Buy and Sell Anything of Value"
PEOPLE are curious because they are human. Men.
automobile driver is not alwass se
201 E. State Lint
South Fulton, Tenn.
blame in these cases, and oftenNvomen, boys and girls, ALL WANT TO KNOW. Half
times he us subjected to some hairraising experiences because of the
the world's knowledge started with curiosity. Satisfy
cresy walking habits of some people
that curiosity.
More attention to the enforcens
•..• •, ••_,KW•77-'471A:77J77".......••••MY
of the pedestrian ehase of the traffic problem is badly needed. Morse
Tell them! And you'll SELL THEM!
cities have tried this and the accidents have been reduced considerDO YOU RUN A STORE? Then pick out something-ably.
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IF YOU WANT TO SELL THEM

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

TELL THEM!

THE DIXIE TRADE STORE

John Spoo of LOU iSV i Ile. K..
when held up by a bandit, said
:ive no money; besides, if y
soot me somebody will see ss
earning away." The gunmen fled.

What's Time To
A Chicken?

BE SURE
TO INSIST 9N

Then place that ad in THE NEWS! Let us illustrate
it with pictures that sell. If your price is right, and
you have told the whole story—YOU can't fail to get
more business.

Time means nothing to a chicken---but you
may go broke or at least lessen your profits
considerably waiting for your chickens to go ti ,
market, by the old-fashioned way of feeding
them.
Ground poultry feed, properly balanced
with proteins, vitamins and minerals that are
lacking in grain, will do the trick and END
THAT COSTLY WAIT,

Advertise --- and Advertise Consistently
Advertising and Successful Merchandising are Twins

Ask Your Grocer for All Mash Starter, following u-ith All Mash Grower

PHONE 470 for Advertising and Printing Service

—MADE BY—

'1'

I_

BROWDER MILLING CO. e.
FUI.TON, KY.

a new dress, a shirt, an electric refrigerator, a beauty
lotion, furniture, etc. Something you KNOW people
would want if they knew as much about it as you do!
Write about it—or let us help you write about it. ADVERTISE IT! Describe it, tell what it is for, what it
will do. Don't spare details. People WANT TO KNOW.
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Unlimited Visibility

Poultry raisers are now installing
share of taxes the business firms
would pay und the less the rest of lectric brooders, and other uses are
sr.. perhaps iew repOrti us would
Ili pay. This applies being made of electric current that
11101'41 weleome to an aviator
to you whether er tad you own pro- aid the modern farmer in doing Me
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the rent you pay and into every- ity.
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smooth wilco,. hot alone to an thing else.
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•viator, idit to othera nine, in the
phrase siiinillcant, hinting tonne- Fulton comes back to us, sooner •
thing deeper than the were technical
indirectly. I•
implieateins. For inetance, In what- later, directly or
ever walk of life one may find him- helps to give employment to ...
self, what peace and joy would come friends and neighbors; it helps
from an assurance of definite, conour schools, churches s•
tinuous progress with eo obstruc. support
organizations; it helps build
liens or reversals!
Such aseurance is by no means Im- community. No one else is dirt
possible of achievement, if one were
in our community; no ,,• •
to depend aimply upon mortal the- interested
ories and panaceas for guidauce and else is going to support it or la.
Inspiration. he might sotnetimes en- it up. We must do it for 0111.-o'
joy temporary succese, but ultimately
be would experience disappointment
anti frustration. Yet in turning to REA SERVICE HAS
the truth, founded on the Scriptures,
GRADUAL INCREASE
B. CASH
he would have the sure basis for nis
hope, and realise progress and wellCours.
Fulton-Hickman
The
being. Throughout religious history,
Iii. consclouenens of unlimited good Rural
Associal •
Electrification
has been the experience of many deinto operation in Js.
vout and epiritually-minded men and which went
women. Christ Jesus possessed, in 1939, is gradually increasing in usi
the highest degree, true spiritual vis- and msrmbership, Mr. Hosman, suion, which enabled him to overrule
stated this week. Starting
every untoward condition presented pervisor,
out with 103 miles of lines, this
to hitch
John, In the bleak setting of Pat- has grown to 125 miles of service
tuos, was so imbued with spiritual lines, averaging four members per
light that lie received a glorious vision of "a new heaven and • new mile. Only one other REA organiearth" (Revelation
.. .
zation in the state of Kentucky I
The term "visible" is defined, in
as high an average, and the Fult•
by
the
eye:"perceivable
part, as
and also as "mentally perceptible." Hickman association is the you. ,•When one grasps in sonic measure ist in the state.
the great facts of spiritual being
Consumption of electric energy
which are not cognized by physical
At first the
sight, the possibilities of spiritual has also increased.
vbion are seen to be unlimited and average consumption per member
condifinite
material,
by
unimpeded
but this has increas- ,
tions and would-be obstructions. In was 45 KWH,
pieperty and will not hunt or fish faction of the newlyweds.
the words of Paul (11 Corinthians ed until it is 71 KWH. The local
4111, one learns to "look not at the association has paid its way from
vation payments, at rates previous- things which are seen, but at the the first, Mr. Hosman said.
things which are not seen: for this
ly announced, Colby said.
Many electrical appliances have
things which are seen are temporal;
but the things which are not seen been installed in rural homes, such
are eternal." These eternal verities,
refrigerators, radios, ranges,
Growers Planting Within Allotdiscernible to spiritual sense, Include as
illimitable goodness, affluence, and water heaters and water systems.'
ments To Receive 1.55 Cents Per
harmony.
There are today between 175 and
Pound on Cotton, .1 Cents Per
Spiritual man is fetteriess, unfeltuse in Fulton
Bushel on Corn and 10 Cents
Since the farm partly and so!l en, reflecting infinite Mind. God, his 200 water pumps in
•
Man's possibilities for ex- and Hickman counties. The modern 1
Per Bushel on Wheat
conservation payments were start- origin.
pressing good and blessedness are
enjoy the comfort and'
ed in 1934, a total of $899.221.59 therefore as unrestricted and inex- farm homes
Good Trade Allowance' and
convenience of both lights and runTerms.
The AAA has announced rates of has been received by farmers in haustible as his source. In human
be Fulton county, it was revealed this experience. the arguments that would ning water.
will
parity payments which
Following are the rates paid for
made to producers who plant with- week in an interview with J.B. Mc- make for mistiness or obscureness—
amortizat. •
tear, doubt, discouragement. tenor- current,
including
in their 1940 acreage allotments of Gehee, treasurer of the Fulton •nce. worldliness, sin—are the outAgriculture Conservation come of the belief that man has a charges:
cotton, corn and wheat, as follows: County
4c per KWH
First 50 KWH at
mortal existence separate from God.
Cotton, 1.55 cents per pound; corn. Association.
But Christian Science reveals man am
3c per KWH
Next 50 KWH at
5 cents per bushel: wheat. 10 cents
divine
of
Soil conservatiors payments for the Individual expression
2c per KWH
Next 100 KWH at
per bushel. No parity payment will
N.
Hind, incapable of knowing aught
I ull..11
1939 will total approximately 5181,lc per KWH
Next 200 KWH at
but perfection, since Mind is perfect.
be made on tobacco in 1940. The
Parity payments received to All attributes of God, including ells000.
Next 1000 KWH at .004 per KWH
payments will be made on the nordate are as follows: Cotton $61.- tiernment. wisdom, and ability, are
mal yield of each producer's acreexpressed by man.
607.11; corn S35.342.62; wheat 55.Freedom from a false scuse of reage allotment according to F. W.
666.36.
seonsibility and the depressing fear
Colby, Tennessee AAA executive
failure are won as one rea:izes
of
AdjustAfter the Agricultural
,ifficer.
man's eternal oneness with his heavment Administration act was passenly Father. What serenity comes
The 1940 Appropriation Act pro- ed in 1934, farmers throughout the from the reco.,tnition that man. as
is dependent
vided for these payments to be nation soon began receiving parity God's idea or reflection,
only on Mind for all capability and
soil improvement payments.
made on the basic crops in 1940 if and
reflection Is
this
sagacity, and that
the 1939 average farm prices were Then on January 6, 1936. the act Immutable. eternal, and irreversible!
flawless maniless than 75 percent of parity. Sin- was declared unconstitutional by Likewise, to mon, the
—CALL—
festation of Life. superstitious beact
new
a
Court.
and
Supreme
the
season
aver1939
ce the estimated
liefs regarding sickness, age, acciagHowever
was
the
passed.
ACP
tobacco
unknown.
of
age price for each kind
dent, are
Following are payments as re- gressive, terrifying. or stubborn the
was above 75 percent of parity no
appearance of discord may seem to
counin
Fulton
, price adjustment payments will be ceived by farmers
material sense, spiritual harmony
ty since the agricultural program alone is supreme and real. Appremade on that crop in 1940.
hending this fact importunately and
was first inaugurated:
consistently, one can triumph over
Estimates are that the fund made 1934
"AUTHORIZED SENTRY COAL DEALER"
5153.466.03
raise beliefs and prove his God-given
available for 1940 parity payments 1935
$126.694,03 dominion.
will be divided among the four ma- 1936
"(Ind's gifts put man's best dieams
5104.937 38
shame," a well-loved poet once
- jor crops as follows Cotton. $96.- 1937
80.145,63 to
wrote, as perhaps a gentle, though
000.000; corn. $48,600,000; wheat. 1938
$162.s14.00 forceful rebuke to the human ten.557.100.000; rice. $300.000. This al- 1939
$271.164.52 dency to outline what one might consider best and most desirable for his
: location is made according to the
welfare. In "Science and Ilealth with
formula established in the Adjust$899,221.59
Grand Total
Key to the Scriptures" (p. 5911 Mrs.
ment Act of 1938.
defines Mind. In part. as "Deity,
Eddy
In recent years farm co-operaOfficials indicated that estimat- tives have grown, and the faisners which outlines but is not outlined."
has established all good,
Love
.
..
ed increases in
participation in in
Fulton county have the largest and maintains His idea, man, in har1 1940 compared to 1939 are responperfection. Ana
completeness.
per capita membersnip in the Farm mony,
sible for the sonu.what lower rates
jay. This truth, understood and apBureau of any other county in the plied, acts as law in one's human
of the parity payments for 1940.
state of Kentucky.
experience, supplying whatever the
1
Besides the
parity payments,
need may be -harmonious relationships, home. food, clothing, employfarmers who cooperate in the 1949
THE
RIGHT
IDEA
1
ment.
AAA
Farm Program, and plant
Old Ben Franklin had the right
Progress, In Its highest scan.
'within their acreage allotments.
is eviidea when he said that a PellnY means working with God, andconduct
denced in one's intent and
will receive agricultural cons,r
-vved is a penny earned. For in- rather than In merely instertal enit costs money to go ontside nehment. But right reward necessar
endeavor, and
of Fulton to shop. We do not count ily follows righteous
inIS les, parable from it. In these
Tilt'
the cost, but it adds up. Especially spiring words Mrs. Eddy has assured
kille%1 hen we can usually buy what we
Us of ever-present divine help I
-Di1131.
p.
WriOngs.
want right here at just as low a celivoeoue
vine lose Is our hope, strength, and
price. A careful check would show svt..1.1
to leer
We. have nothing
ECONOMICAL
at the helm of thought.
MODERN
that we can save a good many pen •
erything to enjoy on earth and
riles in • year by buying as much hut ei
lktieasil
Christian
heaven."—The
In
as possible at home
Romifor.
At the same time we would be
helping ourselves in another way,[ self interest to buy everything we
for each of us is an important part
can here in Fulton.
of the community. So what helps
Phone 42
Mayfield Highway
the community helm us. And busiIt Would even save as money in
ness turnover is the life blood of taxes for the larger amount cif busthe larger
any community It is clearly to our ones.; done in Fulton

T

Get the Work of Four
Mules With A Model
John Deere Tractor
for Only

$465

Cut Your Cost of Production for Larger
Profits

l

IDEAL FOR 5010
100 ACRE FARMS

11REMEMBER '
NO BETTER WHISKEY
.1 .1.1 Parity Payment
CAN&MADE"

a

0.
toICe

Rates For 1910

nM •1N181
O.
urI

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks & Time Pisss
of All Rinds Accurately a:

MI

paired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

•
Full Line of Equipment Available

Farm Payments Total
$899,221.59 In County!

WILLIAMS
HARDWARE CO.

AMERICA'S
NEWEST FAD

C-O-A -L

EGG — STOKER — NUT — SLACK

Sky6-0Xit'
Friendship
Bracelet
Silver
Links

Stelling

•

25c

Rolled Gold
Links

30c

They link your love and !trendship with the love of your
sweetheart, Inends and relatives.
The Bob-O-Link Friendship Brood*
I, stoned with a foundation chain
and onii link . . Stedre Silver,
21.00. tolled Gold Plate, Li 25.
Gels. Be the hot in your set to
complete a bracelet. Come in and
have at show you this latest hit.

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

—EAT AT—

J. B. Williams
Crutchfield. Ky.

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE

In time of trouble we are prepared to serve you
and have the finest wrecking equipment in
Western Kentucky
Expert Repairing Accessories, Parts

Buick and Pontiac Dealers

D
NEW FORD

LOWE'S CAFE

Ask for a Demonstration

Modernistic and Comfortable'
Good Food Served Right

AUTO SALES COMPANY, INC.

OPEN DAY & NIGHT

111.16.1.a.

511111511111•11111511111111110WAIMMAIMMAIIIMeemile***we
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Mils JouN EARLE
%%ere luncheon guests sr so, At'
110STESS ro CIRCLE
Thompson at her Illl
in Undo
('trek' Five of the Baptist Ws- lea's Wednesday. Mrs Thompson is
showy Union met M.inlay after- , former member id the el ih A
noon at the home ,.r Mrs juLit delicious luncheon was /11/1.v1/11 at
Park Assume Mrs J S
o'cloek and in the afternon th,•
J
E
ANNIE AliNISTIOING CIRCLE
Otairmati. w.ia ill charge of restarts monthly 111Vt/tillg if (111`
bum
the
Fall. Jr. presided over
MET MONDAY Nuarr
the business session.
club was held.
Annie W Armstrong Circle. lulls session und read an invitation
M11rs Guy Dudley gave the dev
Mrs. Milton Exiim presided over
to
Club
sf the First Baptist Church met, ', from the Paducah Woman's
'
,Dorsal arid 1/11/Nellti-41 the program the meeting in the absence et the
Monday night at the lions. if Mrs.. the Fulton members to attend the on "World Peace" Mrs. 1.. (1. president and vkm-president. and.
Clyde Fields on Paschall street The Mareh monthly meeting at the 's- Tucker and Mrs. A. E Crawford after the 1111%1111/Sil 81/SSIi111,
she turn
11,,tel on Mardi 7. The
niveling was opened with prayer viii
each read an interesting article,
ied the meeting over to Mrs. Maur
iii. hug.in the form of a tea, hon.
by Miss Myra Scearce
Mrs. Earle, assisted by Mrs. J
ice Ferrell, Who pr1411/11f1`11 ii vi.rt
session. on..1 Mcs. T. C. Carroll. president
During the business
lir!wis. served ri•freslimi.tits to I2 illicit sting program
Wo•
of
the
of
Kentucky
Federation
.
the
by
over
presided
which was
members and 1.111'
1.40 Or.
Will' MI
Th
,
.
' 1.51i1n.
"
.
M
pmsidetd, Mrs. Hugh Rushton, per• i men's Clubs.
Mrs Fet.rell. Mrs. Jolintite Owen.
Earl Vast' r
was
tonal service for the month
Mrs. Fall also announced that the
NIrs Freeman Dallas, M11 1.s Leon
dualism, and the roll was called Martin branch of the American
lard Allen, Mrs. Fred SiIWYer 411111
?SIRS. WALIACE SHANKLE
‘„„ssiss „f unita•rsity W.!men
with nineteen members and one A,
, Mrs. George More.
HOSTESS Tr.s CLUB
visitor. Ronald Mack Fields. pre- stets, to spsnsor a lecture by Ha: ry•
Mrs. Wallace Shank le was hostess
sent After the business session the Harrison Kroll in Martin on March
to her weekly bridge club on Tues.1TUESDAY BUNCO CLUB
circle enjoyed its regular Week-of- 5. The lecture would include a reMrs. Edith Connell was 11 ,tess
day night at the home of her mother,
Prayer pot-luck supper.
view on Mr Kroll's raw i_si
Mrs. R. L. Campbell, on Jefferson to the Tuesday afternoon bunco ,lid,
Following the supper the nweting "Keerwrs of the !louse.' A cordial
street. Included in the two tables this week at her I,,,,,le on (Ii, I'.'
was turned over to Mrs. John invitation was extended to the lit-al ,,f mm is.rs was
one ms. msmher. City highway. Four tables it plcy
u
b.
the
d
charge
of
in
Reeks, who was
len; included members and sesiii
Mrs. Ilal Kyser
discussion
progrum. The subject for
Rols•rt Bard announced
Mt,
if
number
the
usual
After
of
games'
guests' Mrs
was "Christ's ewes:owl-Our Con- plans for a silver tea to be given
Mrs A. Me(liss ?Drs.
Jacks',Tim.
Ed
the
high
score
prize,
a
pair
of
glovtern.” Mrs. Reeks was assisted by , at the club home by the Girl Scouts
B)ars. Mrs. R C. Barron, Miss
Mrs. Atilla Hemphill. Miss Helen on March 14. Mrs. Ward Bushart es. was awarded to Mrs. Johnnie '. Ruby Byars.
Mrs. Marian Sharp and
Tyler. Mrs Cecile Arnold and Mrs. Math' an announcement about the Cook.
Bessie Lee Armbruster.
Mrs. Shankle served ice cream Miss
"•
Roger Kirkland. The Annie W. Arm- Spring Fashion Show at the Male°
. At the conclusion of the games
and cake.
strong Week -of-Prayer offering was Fultes Theatre on 11.1areli 7
SliSif Bessie la, Brumfield a'ill Mts. W. B. McClain held bunco
collected. The meeting was
ss then tu-ned
The meeting
be hostess to the "lub next Tuesday score and received a C011:1111i/ mirror
with prayer by Mrs CIRPigue, chair. might lit her home lin Jackson street. as prize. High re/iIIV
over to Mrs 11, rt
a whatCO!' Hamlett.
Department,
who
Drama
man of the
not, was given to Mrs. Lentils Will'
After the social session the meetgave- at, i"frrestmg talk "" the BIRTH ANNOUNCENIENT
iams, and low score, a relish dish,
ing as adjourned to meet again
play. "Thl. Arlit•rican Way.- by
Mr. and Mrs. James Hicks an- • went to Miss Byars. The guest
Monday, March 18, with Mrs. Ellie
George Coffman and Moss Hart noun..., the birth of a an, born - Orin.. a pair of placques, was aBeggs.
Sh.• ti. n presented Mr
n fall Monday morning in the Fulton Hes. W a I tied trs.
Mrs. Mali,
o M
Barron.
inte rest- pita!
Martin. oh,. gate a Mt
The hostess set.e
rd a party
CIRCI.E MET WITH
mg review of the play. Between
Thy club will 1111.0 111/!1'
NIr and Mrs N G. Geveden of
MR.S CAIII. HASTINGS'
acts ot the i.•tiew appropr.ate 111UCircle Ns. 4 of the First Baptist
., Wickliffe announce the birth of a "all Mrs• Juv Davi
'
"n
by Mrs G
sic was rendered
at in, Charles Robert, It,
Church met Monday afternoon at
Sunday
Frey. violinist. and Mrs. K.• :meth
STOCKDALE WI
the 1101T11.• (If Mrs Carl Hastings on
in the Full ii
Sny.der. pianist.
A girls chorus
Miss Dorothy. V.:
the Mayfield highway. Ten memfrom the high .,chool also assisted
Mi. and Mrs. Guy Vi•
tiers were present. with one visitor.
WOODN1AN CIRCLE MET
in the music
!arid Jarrell Stockdale.
Km Forrest Riddle.
iRIDAY NIGHT
During the sodal 1....ur the hostThe Supreme Forr•st
Woodman - :Old Sr-. J. W. SPickdale •
The meeting was openi.d wIt!I ,sscs served an ice course. carrying
Circle. Myrtle Grave number 11. cah. formerly of Fulton.
prayer by Mrs. R. B. Aller. and the out the St. Patricls•s Day motif.
met in tegular session Friday ra.,1 StIlldily morning.
business session was conducted by
night. March 1, at the Masonic nutty was performed at th.
the chairman. Mrs. J. C Sugg Mrs
Hall. The grove a as called to Dsptist Church in
E. II Knighton gave the devotional LOTTIE NIOON CIRCLE
OMiss Elizabeth Williamso
was order by the advisor. Mrs. Stella! it
reading Psalm 100. The program
---v pastor, Rev. Ilm •
the LOW. Mn Circle Jones, and the officers were seated Only
was in charge of Mrs. Ben Gholsoo sI isstess
all
'
ildanll;
and she gave an interesting cis- of the Baptist W. Si. U. Monday by the drill team. composed of 8 Neil Bowden and
mission;
b
oth
of
Fulton.
h
hoe
home o the Hickman girls. and the captain. Mrs. Edith
of the Margaret Fund. In night at tar
!•
closing all members repeated to- highway. Ti,. meeting was opened Cnnnell.
gether the Sr. M. U. watchword fir with prayer by Mrs. Edward Pughl After the opening c..remonic
and the regular busin..ss routine the state president, Mrs. Martha .
the year,
,
w.
During the social hour Mrs Bust- V/ a:. conducted by the president, Carter of Murray. was presented to r'ne gr..ro
log attended t.
logs served delicious refreshments.'Mrs. Tom Beadles.
the grove by the attendant, Mrs and is new working
at the
. Observing the Week-of-Prayer Essie Winters. The meetn
ig t a
Laundry.
WOMAN'S CLUB MET FRIDAY
for Home Missions, the program on conducted by Mrs. Annie Pearl
v
Tlwv.are residing at thr Tay
The Fulton Woman's
n- was
was in char- Omar. guardian. Nine
om
Club met in "Christ's Compassionofficers.
home.in Fair
monthly vsessioit Friday afternoon gf' of Miss Inez Earp. In the first w
present. and. in the absence;
Heights.r
at the club building. The meeting Port of the program she was assist- of tlw grove chaplain
Mrs. Lois.
RETURN
FROM SOUTHEli:
was in charge of the Drama Depart. ed by Miss Almeda Brown and Miss Waterfield. district
manager c,f
Sir,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Rizzi*, s •
anent with Mrs. Di 7:
Mrs
W::lette
Hazel, Ky . presided in that office.
to their home in highland,
srt Graham ass ss ms
o.ss:s .s
p‘,1 -luck supper was
During
business s,•ssii•n the day night from a southern
Boyd. acting hosteSSVS. A ,,c ti at then enleYeI1
rant-leen roll was called by the seeretarY. trip. They visited Jackson
and Gulfiendance of members was present. members who air,- present.
Mrs. Jewell McClain, and the r- Officer for the coming two years
The leader then presented the
utes of the last meeting were 7
were elected as follows: Mrs. Mans. second half of the Poe Tan') zissisted and approym: The, „aim,
or
field Martin. president: Mrs. J. E I'y Miss Neb.- Marie .M....ney.hair.,1,,„w
member. Mrs. Ruth Ils•
Fall, Jr.. first vice-president: Mrs Mrs Ed W:ird Pugh and Mrs. Einal„as
pr,.s..nted
for
member - ;
J E. Fall, Sr., third vice-president. Robey. The rnocm.
tg ava.s dismissed I
Mrs Carter and Mrs. Waterfield . WANTED—Family Washing and
Mrs. Charles Gregory, treasurer. '.‘:"!! .F• n!',II,I' PraYsr •",•-i
"1 thl'".oaci: made brief talks. A relit,f
Irt ,i1IV.g. Mrs. N. W. Campbell. 125
and Mrs. ltfaxwell McDade. corres- to'lle Ill!' "ffrrIna
fI'''' ll''''r.e M .. l'.!,. rnmittee w..i.s appointed. comi.osraschall Si.
Itp
of the following Mrs. Roy Tayc''''.:., Jones- FOR SALE—Red Clover Seed. Good
flualll,• S12 per bushel. See or
utile l.te Roper. Crutchfield. Ky,
Route 2.
lip

Socials - Personals

•(LASSIFIED ADS°

•7''-

fl

To 1 ft"All ilia
All I tit/ Time

FRIDAY

ii t, Miss , N." "!'.." asi III
on Rousts La , and returned by
the way of Natelies and Vicksburg,
Moss, and Memphis, Term. In Vieksburg Mr. and Mrs. Biztle were
guests or Mr. mid Mrs W II MrG, . lu it,,', IN 1 ,f Fulton,

of the
Flying U"

ucron

tiowe o# 1417/ •

SUNDAY - MONDAY -- TUESDAY
A DOUBLE BIL1, TIIE WHOLE FAMILY WILL ENJOY
JOHN WAYNE

'1 BIG
STAMPEDE"
—asith
"DUE
The Miracle Horse

‘Sed - Thur.
S by
Bros
I' ,•'..1„r R,•cis,
JolIN GARFIEI D
Eltl-“ 11 1 A LANE
—in—

Re ty
Destiny"

"Dust

Comedy

Cartoon

RICHARD DIX
—in_

"R E N 0"
soith511 PATRICK
1,0115K

Fri. - Sat.
GI Nil AUTRY
—in—

"Blue Montana
Skies"
—Also—
WARREN WILLIAM
—in--

"The Lone Wolf
Strikes"
Plus Chapter 3
-Daredevils of the
Red Circle"

ORPHEUM PROGRAM

ed as new members in the elub.
Mrs. Belew served a dessert course.
MOTHER'S CLUB MEETS
IN PADUCAH
Members of the pre school age
group of the Fulton Mother's Club

"Ireland"
815(1

CROSBY COMEDY
On The Stage
OZARK RANGE RIDERS
Each Afternoon and Night
Matinee 10e
Night 10e & 19e
GENERAL ADMISSION 10e

"('has-lie Mrl'arthy,
Micelire'
TrESDAy

TO SNATCH LIFE FROM
DEATH Was Her BUSINESS

v

Ati ASO Sago PlOve

CARUE LOMBARn
BRIAN AHERNE
Anne Shirley

WEDNESIM"riil'IZSI)11"

SkS1

1th,
RIAINMENT
j
)
,
NE WI orl1110
—70wwitee
under the
magic spell
of the Volga
moon!.. Action as the
Cossacks
ride again
to death or
glory!

WHERE THERE S WINE, WOMEN AND SONG!

IUUnnis

I LON A

Y* MASSEY

NRSON

NIT mitt/
C AUBREY

MCI

DALIES

SMITH•COMPTON•FRANTZ
CHARLIE

Fula

LioNEL

RUGGLES•MORGAN•ATIVILL

FRIDAY

\TUIZDA

•
Mrs. Annie Pearl Ornar,
sth Csim,11. Miss Ruby T'ss,
FRIDAY. NI %RUH 8
•• Ruby Jsnes, M11iss Bessie :
ri:ona Wildcat"
.nbruster. Miss Rosa Mae lb.
ti_Itt, Jt\F WINTLFS
-s Lillian Bell. Muss Ouida M.II
ON THE STAGE
It-n, Mrs Luanna Gibson. Miss,
Shelby. Miss IA Donne McThe' Arena Sister,.
iin and Mrs. J,,wel NleClain.
Radio Artists, formerly with WSM.
Nashville. and now appearing on
'ESDAV NIGHT
WPM), Paducah. 3 p.m. each day.
WITH
:1. AND SIRS BELEW
Admission 10c
They are good.
Mr. and Mrs R. Si. It lew as,r,
•t and hostess to their asta•SI)
SATURDAV, MARCH
Age chill Tuesday night at their •
TINI Nic(111. Iii
.se on Vine Street. Two tables,
"Code
of the' Cactus"
members and ..ne table of vs-,
seut\l, and SIIIIIRTS
.a were present Visitors were Mr.I
-Mrs Abe Jolley and Mr. and
SUN. IS SIDN., MAR. 10 II
A. G. Baldradge
"Lady l'anishcs"
At the end of the games Mrs
NEWS and COMEDY
Vester Freeman held high score among the ladies and Mr Charles'
THURS.-FRI., MAR. 12.-13
14111fOrd was high for the gentle-I
men. Both received 1>1cc gifts. Mr "Manhattan Shakedown"
%yeti. ROGERS in
and Mrs Baldridge were welcom

Charlie McCarthy
—In-.

1

MONDAY

SUNDAY

( %RD or TIIANKs

"Too Busy to
Work"

1,111.•11AT.

TlEtil MCI LCO

Big Double Feature
Johnny- Mack BROWN
The JoNES VAMILI
—in-—in-Chip

lii„i.i.ics.ss. -1 Stephens
College, Columbia, Mo., spent the
%seek end with her father, N (1,
Cooke
Mrs. I. D. Holmes and Mrs. Max
Cuninsings spent Monday in Patlu•

...hut how
can you
stop something you
CAN'T SEE?
...You can hear
him...feel him—
but he's INVISIBLE!
Suggested by

"Theinvisib!e Man"
by H. G. WELLS

SATURDAY

Plus
Coined,

•

